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SALESMAN"
JULY I 0th and 11th
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- SALESMAN"

RUSSIAN MAJORS
TO TEACH RUSSIAN

Fir•t Row, Left to Right: B~tty E h rlich, in~tructor_ Miroslav Samchyshyn, Margarette
Evans. Second Row, Left t? Right:. Marla Bohn, Judith Romano, Maryann Labbe, Les lie
Jensen, ~ary Ann Zdeb, Dianne Spice, Trudy Friend.

_- Congratu~ations t? the Russian majors who are now completing
their graduation requu;ements. Although every area of concentration
provides its own problems, only the foreign language studf!nts must
solve their problems in a new language pattern and sometimes even
a "new alphabet.
Most of these students started on September 5, 1961, the first trimester C.T.C.-N. was open. Since the last course was offered in the
eight week s ummer term, Russian requirements are finished for eight
of the girls. (Trudy Friend has two trimesters to complete.)
Several 9f the students have already done their student teaching
and are 1ooking forward to graduation. Martha Bolin and Margarette
Evans will be doing their student teaching in Russian this Fall. The
graduates will be qualified to teach Russian in elementary schools
throughout Illinois.

READING AUDIO-VISUALS
DISPLAYED IN LIBRARY

Encouraging a young child to hibit in the glass display case in
want to read is not the easiest task front of the library. Color is a focal
in the world especially when a point. The sense of accomplishmuch disliked book report or simi- ment alone after making somelar assignment is due later on to thing like this, to the child, should
test his knowledge of the story. motivate his interest to want to
Certainly the mere listing of char- read more and relate his ideas.
acters, author, setting, etc. takes
At first, Dr. Verbillion relates,
no imagination and in many cases students are a little afraid to try
is not indicative of his understand-, something like this (probably dates
ing.
back to our school days where art
Art has creeped into another one , was somethin~ le~t to one teach~r
of our courses and that is "Inter- . who would brmg It out and dust it
pretation of Children's Literature" off about o~ce a week). Yet very
.
t . t few casualties are known as a rean d par t of th e reqmremen 1s o
f h'
·
make a · t - 1 -11 t t·
su It o t 1s part of the course and
1
.
pie ona
us ra_ ion ~epre- : the new approach seems effective.
-sentmg a story read _wh~ch will be : The art idea can help to illustrate
an example for a child m th e_ el~- how all the arts flow together, and
mentary school to follow. This 1s •
rt t
· d fl ·t I · th·
a lively and imaginative way to smce I _er'.1 ure IS . e m e y m . is
depict a story and some of the category, It may g1v~ ne~ meanmg
.
.
to the art of readmg itself. We
obJects creat~d are d~?ramas, col- only fear what we don't know and
!ages, book Jackets, Jig saw puz.
. .
.
'
zles d 11
d h"b't
h' h
sometimes this 1s anything crea, 0 s, an ex 1 1 s w_ IC poses tive, once this is overcome there
a few fundamental questions about is no limit to the resources of the
th e st ory.
1 imagination and the awareness of
Many of these things are on ex- ; the beauty around us.

'TOPLESS' NOTHING
NEW AT CTC-

by Greg Gottst.eln
With all the pros · and cons of topless swimming suits being discussed with such vehemence, I felt that I was in need of an older and
wiser head to advise me. Accordingly, I sought out the "sage of
C.T.C.-N.," Prof. Ely M. Liebow and asked him a few questions that
have been bothering me.
"Mr. Sage, what happened when tl}e first man wore a topless
swimming suit" "Good question lad," he replied, "I remember it well,
in fact, I was there with my girl friend at the time." The sage's eyes
then took on a rather dazed quality as he seemed to float back in space.
"Many cities claimed that the first topelss swimming suit for men was
worn on their beach," he continued, "but it was worn first on August
3rd, 1874 on the Ludington, Michigan public beach. The reason I know
the date so well was because I was wearing it." "What happened next,"
Something new and quite . out- his spiritual outrea ch, physical re- I pursued. "Well my girlfriend was so thrilled at the sight of my virile,
standing in -education is the Uni- sources, and their management of half-naked body that she swooned dead away." "How long was she
out," I ventured. "Well, actually only for a few seconds, and after a
versity of the Seven Seas. This environment.
few more minutes she didn't seem to notice anything at all." "How
institution cruises the world once
During the s pring semester, Fer- disappointing," I said. "Oh I didn't really feel too· bad because years
each semester on board the M. S.
Seven Seas. This ocean liner has r·uary 11, 1965 to June 10, 1965, the later when all the men wore topless suits nobody got much excited
recently been modified to serve as University of the Seven Seas will either." "It was the same thing with women's legs at first," he cona university, it has classroom fa . direct much of its study toward tinued, "old Ziegfield made a lot of money showing off female legs until
-ciliities, laboratories, library, study Latin America. So, all you Spanish we began to see them on the streets." "But weren't Ziegfield girls
rooms, and theatre and excellent and / or P ortuguese majors will be famous into the thirties?," I asked. "Oh sure, but they were dancers,
recreational facilities. The hospital able to make a great contribution the very first Ziegfield girl~ got along by just standing there."
"Getting back to your own experience, didn't anyone object to
with its complete medical staff is to the University by becoming inter preters or by providing back- your daring? " "Just the usual people that are against topless suits
modern and efficient.
Once on board the s hip, the stu- ground knowledge for advanced today- church men, police men, legislators."
"Mr. Sage, do you think that anyone will be hurt by the topless
dents enjoy a f ull . schedul~ of classes aboard ship. The lucky
classes. The curriculum offered students aboard this cruise will swimming suits today?" "Some of the places in Las Vegas which
emphasizes both modern and clas- visit such ports of call as Honolulu, feature naked girls that just stand around will be hurt, and maybe
sical studies of the Mediterranean, Manila, Singapore, Hong Kong, Rio magazines such as Playboy will lose some circulation, but the general
Southeast Asia, and Latin America. De Janiero and many other excit- public will not suffer."
"Mr. Liebow, when we got involved with your story, I forgot to
Included with the classes on board ing ports of Latin America . For
are field experiences which enable f urther infor mation write Univer- ask you why you were the first one to wear a topless suit." "Well, to
the students to get first-hand ex- sity of the Seven Seas, Whittier, be perfectly honest, it was all a publicity stunt for the Ludington
Vaudeville Palace- I was starring in an act · entitled, 'Chicken Little
perience for their studies of man, California.
Was Right'- it laid an egg ... but after I got out of jail and rejoined
, the act, we really took off."
. ON FRI., JULY 10TH AND SAT., JULY 11TH
·
"One final question . . . did you ever regret your style changing
THE 'STAGE PLAYERS' OF CTC-N WILL- PRESENT
strip?" With a merry twinkle in his eye, Mr. Liebow said, "Not really,
THE PLAY 'DEATH OF A SALESMAN'
Lut I recall a lot of young ladies at the time saying that it left too
(See Pages Four and Eight)
little to the imagination." Judging from the sage's inordinate amount
of greatgrandchildren . .. he made it all right.

UNIV. OF THE SEVEN SEAS
OFFERED TO SPANISH MAJORS
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FACULTY SKETCH FACULTY
BULLETINS
S' v'E'S r,-,urv'M.?
by Ann Dunn an!l Virginia Schambari

of Chicago for some seven years
where he received his Ph.D. in International Relations - an entirely
new field for him. His interest was
aroused in this area as a result of
his wartime experiences. He really
feels that he has learned as much
from teaching as he has in school
- much about human nature and
people from many who have not
had formal education. His field of
specialization, contrary to popular
belief, was really Social Psycho!ogy- not Political Science.
Dr. Farr enjoys traveling very
much- has been to 40 states of the
Union and has visited several European countries, including Englap.d,
France, Belgium, the Netherlands,
and Germany.
The thing of which Dr. Farr is
most proud of are his children. He
will talk about them for hours if
you let him. He has a son and
Dr. Thomas Farr
three daughters. His main particils World War III inevitable? pation in sports has been involved
Dr. Thomas Farr, Professor of Po- with whatever his children haplitical Science here at C.T.C.-N., pened to be playing at the time:
thinks so, unless we find alterna- table tennis, badminton, pool, tentive ways of dealing with conflict. nis, etc. He also has three grandHe feels it is inevitable unless we sons who consume some of his
educate for peace. Leaders cannot time. He says "I put a lot of trust
use new alternatives unless they in working with my kids."
have the support of the people. At
As far as spectator sports are
the same time; leaders cannot be concerned, he enjoys baseball most
afraid to lead- they need courage of all. He feels (to the dismay of
to lead, not drive, the people.
one of 'yours truly') that the Cubs
Dr. Farr grew up on a farm and are more exciting than the White
lived there until the age of 15. Sox, although he says he never
Later he still lived among . farm thought you had to be against one
people. Even today, he maintains team in order to be for the other
a home garden-quite large this team.
year - he contends. He tries to
Another favorite hobby is readmaintain it as primitively as possi- ing..i...reading the material he never
ble, although he did make a con- had an opportunity to read in
cession and bought a spade instead school.
of using a stick. He feels that his
About 10 years ago Dr. Farr was
garden will come in handy after responsible for initiating a proWorld War III.
gram on Human Relations with the
Iberia Jr. College (Missouri) was Chicago Police Department. He
the site of his formal higher eciu- was also one of the first of four to
cation. He also attended Drury launch the TV College, series.
College where he received his B.A.
For the future, Dr. Farr looks
(Springfield, Missouri) and Vander- forward to growing with the colhilt University for two years be- ! lege, and also looks to the growth
fore _ World War II. After the I of his garden, his three grandsons,
ser,v1ce, he attended the University and his four month old daughter.

THE 'TRIBUNE' HAS ITS
MERIT ·HERE AT CTC-N
In the last issue of the INTERIM
a member of the student body complained over the fact that C.T.C.N's library subscribes to only one
Chicago newspaper. Upon investigation the INTERIM discovered
that this was indeed the situation,
but also discovered the reasons
behind this.
The library sul;>scribes only to
the Chicago Tribune. Its purpose
in doing this is twofold. First,
C.T.C.-N. is primarily a day .college
and for - that reason a morning
newspaper is the logical choice to
make, since an evening newspaper
would supply day-old ·n ews. Secondly, the . library subscribes to
newspaper · not. for their editorial
or political opinion, btit for the
news which they contain, arid
therefore they feel that one morning newspaper is sufficient in this
respect.

The library also subscribes to
The Wall Street Journal, the Manchester Guardian, Sunday New
York Times Magazine, the Daily
New York Times (on microfilm),
the Village Voice (Greenwich Village), and a Russian and Spanish
newspaper. All in all, this seems
more than an impressive list of
news sources.
The student who voiced this com:
plaint stated that he had been told
that · the reason the library subscribes to the .Tribune is that it
has so many want-ads. This is erroneous; the choice was made rather arbitrarily.
Newspapers, as well as periodicals, are available for check-out in
non-current editions. It is the library's hope that more students
will avail themselves of this service
in the coming semesters.

1T7UO
W .£J. 1
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j
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•

Every Tuesday morning, glad students to read them at their first
tidings greet our faculty in the . opportunity? This procedure would
_form ?f school bulletins. These ' not take away those precious extra
small, mnocent sheets of paper are minutes that could be devoted to
placed in the mailboxes of the vari- the expulsion of more knowledge.
ous faculty members. The purpose
Perhaps some of the blame for
of ~he statements on this paper is the non-responsiveness of the stuto mform the faculty and students i dent body can be attributed to the
of the multitude of happenings fact that students are just not
arour~d !he school._ Yet, why both- aware of the various activities that
er prmt~ng them if teach_ers can't are happening. I talked to people
(or w~n t) take a few mmutes of on May 28th who still were not
class time to read them?
aware of the school holiday on the
"To read or not fo read" is the 29th. That's what I call an inques~ion that plagues most of formed student body! .
our mstructors. Unfortunately for
Using announcement-reading as
many of us, t~o ma?~ decide on my o_nl.Y criteria, our faculty can
the latter. Their dec1s10n may be be d1v1ded into th re e distinct
benevolent in its intent. Surely, groups: the I-always-read themone more reading of that sheet of faithfulies; the I-do-it-whenever-Iannouncements would absolutely think-of-its; and lastly, the they'vebore students to death. Of course, _heard - it - so . maQy . times . aleveryone has already heard them ready - so . why . should . I . do .
during their 8, ~• 10 and 11 o'clock it - agains. The first group should
classes. Yet, this does not always be exaulted for their steadfastness
hold true. What about those of us courage and bravery. You, dea;
who have our first class at noon faculty, are in the extreme minorand ?ave been spared the_ agony of ity. For your undying resolution to
hearmg_ them read four times. Our read the bulletins, I thank you. To
agony IS that we haven't heard the rest of the faculty members r
them at ~II!
extend an urgent, hopeful plea 'to
If the mstructor feels the min- please read the announcements!
~tes spent in re~ding the inf~rma- I'm sure that many people will
t10n to the class 1s very subordmate agree with me when I say that
to the subject matter being taught, hearing the bulletin six times is
why not post the notice and allow better than not hearing it at all.

STUDENT SKETCH
by Laurene Truher

Miss Joyce Loots
Th"
is next week will be a busy
one for the members of the Stage
Players as they prepare for their
presentation of Death of a . Salesm~n. The Director of the group,
Miss Joyce Loots, was willing to
take time out from her busy schedule to give us an outline of the
work she has done in the past
with the dramatic presentations at
C~~N
Joyce Loots has been active in
the Stage Players since the very
beginning of the club in the spring
trimester, 1963. At that time they

j'

.I.

by Darlene Ullrich

presented "Three Faces of the Theatre," and Miss Loots directed the
section from the Glass Menagerie.
In the summer she was elected
president of the group, and at that
time they presented the "Summer
Reading Hour" which contained selections from all types of literature.
This was repeated in the fall for
incoming freshmen. In December,
Joyce directed the Crucible. All
the while Miss Loots was reviewing her activities with the Stage
Players, she kept insisting that
your reporter be sure to mention
that although Joyce directed all
the successful presentations, the
real credit for the work belongs
to all th,e members of the group.
All _of them work together, cooperatively, in order to present a
correct interpretation. All the ac~orf :;ust beh a~!e to do all jobs,
me u mg sue t mgs as prompting
and scene painting. They are a
_small group, and for this reason
t h ey . must learn to work together
willingly and well. Those members
of the Student Body who have seen
any or a II ofth e work of the Stage
Players know that both the memhers of the casts and Miss Loots
as Director have good reason to be
proud of their work.

RESULTS OF 'PIL'
PEPSl~POLL WILL APPEAR .
IN NEXT ISSUE.
'-------------------------------1
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Prof. Mayhew Calls College
Students "Neurotic"

Editorials

'THE PROPER THING'
Freedom is Precious
Don't Join the Ranks
Pl.acing the Bl.ame
Inevitability Gomes Soon Enough

As a boy approaches manhood, he r ealizes much to his displeasure
that the carefreeness which he knew and loved as a child is being
slowly eclipsed and absorbed by the so-called "manly responsibilities."
With each passing day he discovers that the curtailment of ·h is freedoms and liberties is more and more absolute.
Although most of us are relatively certain what our so-called responsibilities are, we are' not exactly sure of the nature of the force
which motivates us toward our inevitability, For example, we realize
that upon graduation from college we are automatically ready to marry
a "pretty girl," live in a "pretty house," and raise "pretty children,"
After all, we all know .that this is the proper thing to do, Such conformity is expected of us, It is our express duty to settle down and
move to t he so-called suburbia,
Desiring to remain single and carefree is naturally wrong and
contrary to accepted .standards; a young man who prefers travel and
adventure must be looked down on; the love-em and leave-em philosophy is also frowned upon, In such a country of conformity it .is implied that we all use the same criteria for evaluating what constitutes
success and failure, Any young man who expresses any individuality
or departure from traditionalism is automatically condemned; Consequently ,our identity becomes absorbed and we neatly blend . into one,
large homogeneous nation.
The question arises as to w hat constitutes the compelling force
that motivates a young man to become a so-called "part-of." The
diffic;ulty originates in the female sector of our society. By defining
love in terms of marriage young women make the fatal mistake of
bringing into relation two totally distinct and unrelated words. Love
and marriage are not necessarily synonomous, but can be as contrary
as night and day.
Since most females have a common goal of entr appii:ig, containing,
and controlling the weaker male animal, they a_re able either through
active or passive means of directing and reshaping his thoughts and
desires to conform more closely to expected norms. Of course, since
females are built for such a purpose, they go about their business in
a thorough manner, utilizing to the fullest their primary weapons.
By placing the young male ·animal in the same position as a horse
with blinders, he becomJs robot-ized, being led to the office in the
morning, and back to his "pretty home" at night. A young man
eventually reaches a point where he can no longer rationalize. He
merely accepts his fate without question.
Stop and think . . . Just because you are a young. college graduate ·
doesn't necessarily mean that marriage is your immediate cup of tea.
Don't allow yourself to become automatic and led to the slaughter
before you have a sufficient opportunity to inform yourself of the
wonderful world that lies beyond the urban borders. Don't allow the
"little boy" to disappear completely. Remember, stagnation is ruination,. and a pre•mature ~arriage can lead to exactly that.

Palo Alto, Calif.-(1.P.)-Today's
college students seem "ulcerous
a nd neurotic" because they're driven by "compulsive . competitiveness," preoccupied with sex, and
are having difficulty adjusting to
the first two years of university
li-fe, according to Prof. Lewis B.
Mayhew, director of the Stanford
Community• College Planning Center.
Speaking recently in San Francisco at a national meeting of the
American Personnel and Guidance
Association, Prof. Mayhew told a
panel on college mental health
that "the present surge for suecess and excellence in college is
exerting pressures on students
which are unnecessary and difficult
to resist.
"Parents begin the pressure to
insure that (their children) gain
entry to the right institution. And
the institution exerts similar pres'.
sure so that students achieve well
and gain entry into graduate
school. Motivation is most affected
by affection toward family, friends
and self," Dr. Mayhew told the
panel.
Surveys at two major eastern
colleges show that freshmen and
sophomores experience severe adjustment problems. The students'
courses were- «diffic1.11t, unstimu-

-

lating and repetitious" of high
school work, he said. ."They experienced poor rooming conditions
and felt deeply the need for better
orientation. The first two years of
college seem almost designed to
frustrate students who otherwise
might make sound and lasting
achievement during the college
years," Dr. Mayhew added.
He cited another study which
showed that since 1958, "there has
been an alarming incidence of sui•
cide, hypertension, ulcers and the
use of narcotics among college
youth."
Dr. Mayhew told the educators
and guidance officials that society's
preoccupation with sex has perhaps been hardest on women stu•
dents. "Women enter college physically prepared for sex but receive little if any help or guidance
from the institution about sexuality," he said. "A few colleges have
tried to take a stand against pre•
marital sex, but this is viewed by
the students as unrealistic.
"Most simply close their eyes to
student sex activities if no unfavorable publicity develops. This
leaves students to search for their
own standards and to lose respect
for the teachings of the college in
other spheres as well," DrJ Mayhew said.

•. -··· -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

"A bottle of boooze _cost three or
four dollars and is gone in three
or four days, but a book you can
have all your life."
Steve Allen-5/19/64

·,

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ARGUMENT CONTINUES
by B. Coleman
Vv'HY STUDY A FOREIGl~ LAl~GUAGE? ···-~--- ........ ........ ............
Often the question has arisen as to why ne should study a foreign
language. Opponents of such study have brought forth many cliches
through recent years as to the uselessness of such pursuit, while the
CHICAGO TEACHERS COLLEGE,NORTH
advocates of foreign language study have from time to time been unVol. 9, No. 5 - July 8, 1964
MEMBER
able to adequately answer the charges. Actually, there are many
reasons for such study and here randomly, we propose a few.
The Interim is published bi-weekly at Chicago Teachers College--North, 5500 N. St. Louis
Why Study A Foreign Language? It was during World War II Ave., Chicago 25, Ill. Subscription rate is $2.50 per year to cover cost of handlinir, postaire
. t·
th t ·t
· d d
etc. Letters to the editor must be signed, however, names will be withheld upon request'
th a t our coun t ry came t O th e rea I1za
IOn a l was In ee necessary We reserve the right to condense letters to the editor when necessary. All published opin:
to know more than one language. For that reason the Army "Language ions are those of the INTERIM staff, except in the case of letters to the editor. These
School at Monterey, Caliwrnia was founded along with an intensive opinions do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college.
program of language learning. The Communist countries have launched Editor-in-Chief ...................................................................................................................... Gary w, Pearl
an offensive. throughout the world to spread their doctrines. They first Assistant Editor-in-Chief ..........................................................................................Kathleen Hammar
learn to live with the people and learn their language. Thus they are Columnists ...... Martha Thoennes, Ron Simon, Greg Gottstein, Ann Dunn, Virginia Schambari
able to make inroads where we waiting for the people to speak our Reporters .. .. .... Frank Collins, Barbara ·Lofgr.en, Laurene ,:ruher, Tim Scanlon, John Czech,
.
•
.
Bob ~elaney, ~ack Podraza, Darlene Ull~ch, Susan Kl01ber, Kathy: Stroup, JoAnn Pareti,
language have sometimes been unable to match such gains. Thus, we
Dianne Spice, Judy Romano, Bob Skaia, Pat De.-ereaux , Morris Schwartz, Judy Baker
might say that it is of the utmost impor tance that we learn other Ian- . Advertising Mgr . ... .......... .... ............ ....................................................................................... Kathy Walsh
guages in our fight against communism.
Photographer ... ...... ................................... :········· .. ····..........................................................Karen Wohlfeil

-

I, Cartoonist

\-Vhy Study A Foreign Language ? T_!:!~ world has. continually
grown smaller in recent years with the advent of air travel and more
Continued on Page Eight

.......................... ......... ....... ..... ........ ....... ... ............................. .... · ........................ James Hanley
Office Mirr . ................................ ................ .. ...... .............. ................. ....................... .......M~~tha Thoennes
Sponsor .... ...... ......... ....... ......... ............................. .. ........................... ................................. Ely H. Liebow
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''DEATH OF A SALESMAN'' JULY 10 and

ll

On July 10 and 11 CTC-N's St,a,ge Players will present Arthur Miller's tragic· drama, ·"Death of a Salesman." The excellence of the
cast, the director, Miss Joyce Loots, and the advisor, Mr. Robert Walk er, insures the active group of_great success.

THE CAST ,

EILEEN McARDLE .

GREG GOTTSTEIN

PAUL MATTES

(Not shown)

MIKE LEVIN

Greg Gottstein · portrays Howard .
Wagner, Willy's boss who believes :
in m echanical luxuries of his own
but can · not see what he is doing
to Willy. He is a hard-boiled character who believes that "business
business" · and fires willy.

Mike Levin as Willy Loman displays unusual acting ability in a
fascinating ,and rewarding. role of
a ·man living in a· day-dream world
fighting a bitter downhill .struggle.
Viewers of the last Stage Players'
production, "The Crucible" will remember Mike in the lead role as
Tim Scanlan as Charlie, is a
John Proctor.
clear-thinking, humorous but successful friend of Willy's. Charlie
mocks Willy's fallacious attitudes
towards his boys . but finds that
BOB SKAJA
Willy is in desperate need of understanding and makes numerous
offers of jobs for WiHy. Willy, because his pride is affected, refuses
each time.

Eileen McArdle portrays Jerry ·
Howard's secretary who. ·can not who at the age of 27 is still lost,
seem to cope with Willy's strange
and returns home to find that Wilactions.
-ly's "blowing him full of hot air"
is the reason for his numerous
failures. Paul does an exceptional
job in his first large role.

Emil DeJulio as Stanley provides
a touch of humor to the play as the
waiter. He is understanding and
helpful both to Willy and his sons.
Emil does an excellent job in his
first appearance on stage.

Bob Skaja portrays Happy, a
"philandering, woman-chasing
bum" who stood in Biff's shadow
throughout his life. He seeks recognition even at the age of 24 when
he says - that he wants to show
"these pompous, self-important executives that I can make the
grade." Bob played Governor Danforth in "The Crucible," a shortsighted judge bent on hanging.

Gail Merki portrays Linda, Willy's wife, who helps keep the fam-·
ily together because it is her life.
FRANK COLLINS
She views Willy as her boys can
(Not shown)
not- as "the dearest man in the
Frank Collins plays Bernard, Biff
and Happy's schoolchum who is world" and struggles to make him
ridiculed as
child but later be- happy at the expeI}se of losing her
comes a Supreme Court lawyer.
sons.

a

PEOPLE BEHIND THE SCENES
Joe Capp plays Ben, Willy's deceased brother, who pays frequent
visits in Willy's dream world. Ben,
a millionaire-genius is a sharp contrast to Willy's poor financial status.

Director- Joyce Loots
Set Designer-John Amadea
Lighting- Phil Lackland
Sound-Arlene Feldman ....
Stage Managers-Joe Capp and
Bob Skaja

Tickets-Eileen McArdle .
Stage Crew- John Amadea, Arlene
Feldman, Sharon Klein, Deirdre
Talbot and Karen Jason.
Programs-Sue Betz
Publicity- Deirdre Talbot
Sponsor- Robert J . Walker
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GOLDWATER: THE MAN VS. -THE ISSUE
by Martha Thoennes

As the Republican Convention son;. I'm tired of hearing that he'll
nears, Americans wait and watch, save America from its present path
speculate:and reSpeculate from one away from the government conof · two· divided camps. Goldwater ceived by the founding fathers.
suporters, understandably enough,
This is just so much baloney!
are ecstatic and more than con- We have the same Constitution in
fident. But in the other camp a · existence today as was written in
growing number of American vo- .1788; we have exactly the same
ters watch ;Jhe Arizona senator's •government as that in which Washsteam-roller campaign with .an ap- ing'ton undertook the "Presidency.
preheifsion bordering on the horri- i The fact that we have added to
fying. Granted, the opposite party the Constitution in the form of
has· always protested the candidate : amendment has in no way seriouson the groun_d s of inability, fool- . ly altered its original form; the
hardiness, irresponsibility, and· so fact that we have enlarged upon
on ·and on. but this time it's differ- some of the powers of the central
cnt; this time they believe it.
· government has in no way changed
·- Today -one -can admit only with , the form of the federal governextreme reluctance ·that he belongs ,·ment as it was originally conceived.
to the latter camp. With reluc - . Wha_t, therefore, ca_n Mr. Goldwater
tance, because curiously enough it , possibl~ do to •· brmg us bac~ to
has· become some , sort of stigma so~ettimg we. have · n~ver give~
not to • be a •Goldwater-ite. It used . up. Just what is he talkmg about.
to -be -that name calling was conThe American people are _being
fined. to the candidates exclusively; duped, by a super-salesman_with an
tpday everybody's in the act. It ~ppealing messa~e and a flashy
used to , be that ·only the Presiden, lme of_ goods._ Ult~mately Mr. Goldtial candidates were investigated, water is playmg dirty pool, because
torn apart, analyzed, and labelled. he'.s igno:ing the 1:1ajo: issues of
This time it's decidedly different. this el~ct10n campaign m favor of
. ·_Those who are not for Mr. Gold- ~anding the . vote.rs . a lot of senwater are not only against him · t1ill:enta~ nat10n'.1hstic h o g wash
,
.
.
.
' which isn't gomg to mean one
they re anti-Americans, traitors, so- tlf
h ·h ,
1 t d-'f he's
cialists, ands sometimes even Com- 1 mf d w en e s e ec e
i
munist~, The verbal mud seems to e ~~ e Mr. Goldwater enters the
be gettmg .deeper and deeper, and Wh"t H
. ·t J ·
ii ,
the tragedy is we're beginning to
i e
ouse nex . anu_ary e s
- t •t
only one more President m a long
accep 1 • ,
. line of s uch m en. And t he fact re.. Tlje ·. basJ_c , proble1n i~ no . ?ne mains that he would oe only the
really ' knows what _hes · talkmg President. This is one thing the
about, ~r. Gold~ater i_ncluded. The American public has forgotten, for
Republican candidate is no more a the President is not the governtrue American, a loyal patriot, than . ment.
,
any _other ~\ti_zen ~;gardless of ~is
Mr. Goldwater ' would be up
~articular ':'iews: For one, Im against a Democratic Congress in
tired of hearmg him be exposed as the winter and in this light his
a twentieth ·century Thomas J effer'
·
ROBERTA MAGUIRE

~'DEATH OF A SALESMAN CAST - (continued)

"radical views" diminish signifiLet us not be swayed by the
cantly in importance. If he's sin- force of emotion, by the heat of
cerely against socialized medicine, the moment, by the majesty of a
if he is opposed to federal aid to handful of words and the blur of
education, if he does believe that a waving flag. The time has come
social security programs should be when the American public must
abolished, words alone won't ac- listen rationally to both sides of
complish his programs. Mr. Gold- the issues, when they must ·de_water can no more drastically mand both sides of the issues.
change the American government
If we do not regain a sense of
from its present form, can no more national proportion in · the next
forestall the present trend in Con- few weeks, if we do not hang onto
gressional legislation than he can a sense of reality-to an objective
change back the clock to a time and impersonal view of both the
when social security, the graduated issues and the · candidates ~ then
income tax, and medicare were un- we are doing ourselves the . greatnecessary.
est wrong. ·
Whether the followers who worWhether or not Mr. Goldwater
ship him or the thousands who is fit for the Presidency is a · big
fear him are being taken more question, and so far few have
cruelly, it's difficult to say; cer: bothered to answer it. · Let's stop
tainly as a nation it is becoming quibbling over who's left-est or
evident that we have been playing who's red-est, .and find out who's
the part of the fool.
most likely to make a good PresiAnyone can become a leader, dent. Let's stop throwing around
anyone can grasp power once he's words like freedom and liberty, pa:
convinced the mass that their con- triotism and socialism, communism
dition is unsatisfactory. People and radicalism, because they can
universally seek comfort, security, mean so many things that when
happiness, and in seeking it's diffi- you come right down to it they
cult not to become blinded by the don't mean a thing.
glitter of promised fortunes. If we
If we allow ourselves to be
have become so convinced that caught on the crest of emotionalAmerica h a s n o t achieved the ism it may carry us farther than
greatness we had seen for her, anyone intended, and on election
then it's time to re-evaluate out day the American voters may fin9 ·
terms, it's time to re-examine our that they've bought more than they
own national goals.
bargained for. '
Too many are ignorant of what
our government really is; too many - - - - - - - - - - - - - - have never bothered to read the
NEXT ISSUE
Constitution, to study our political
GOLDWATER•.
machinery, to open their eyes and
see the nation which has given to
THE GR·EA.T
them during every moment of their
lives. Too many are talking about !
AMERICAN
something they know n o t h i n g
about.
L----------------'

''BEGGAR'S OPERA''
COMING FRIDAY
A rare event in the musical
world will take place this Friday,
July 10 from 10-12 in Room Al09.
Mr. Liebow and his eighteenthcentury English class will present
John Gay's The Beggar's Opera,
the first musical of the Englishspeaking world.
Produced in 1728, the play ran
for an unheard-of 62 days. It
satirized fashionable Italian opera;
the corruption in Sir Robert Wal_pole's government; ladies of easy
Roberta Maquire portrays the
"Woman" who, for nylons and
kicks, keeps Willy company on the
long journeys to Boston.

Penny Wilson, as the cover girl ,
Miss Forsythe, shows the type of
girl •. to which Happy is attracted.
She is picked up quite easily by
Happy in a restaurant and just a s
easily finds a match for Biff as all
four "pairit the town."

TICKETS FOR
"DE4,TH OF A SALESMAN"
NOW ON SALE OUTSIDE
THE AUDITORIUM OR
FROM CAST MEMBERS

virtue; and "the Syndicate" of the
day.
It inspired the late, great Kurt
Weill to write The Three-Penny
Opera, and
such it is stiH steadily performed.
The present version is a tworecord set, and all who attend will
be given a free copy of the libretto.
It is rumored that Mr. · Liebow
will come dressed as John Gay if
Mr. DeVille follows through with
his promise to come dressed as Dr.
Johnson.

as

INTERIM STAFF
BREAKFAST COMING
SOON. SEE NEXT
ISSUE FOR DATE.
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TOO ·HUMOROUS
TO MENTION

by 1'on · Simon
Why should there be a summer off . the. burdens of exams and the
program at C.T.C.-N.? ''The stu; zenith to . which he has to bring
.dents only make a . half-baked.- at- himself, to prepare for each and
tempt to do t_heir work, really learn every exam. The life of a student
next t? nothmg, and cost the sta~e is surely, if for this reason alone,
and city a lot of money. . Isn't it
.
.
,
true that the children attending far different from th e mSt ructor s .
this college do find the beach more
If the studen.t feels he wants to
inviting · and cool th~n the "A" make the sacrifice of giving up hfs
wing? . Isn't it' true that the air loafing time, why can't the instrucconditioning in_ one part .. of the tors give up theirs? Why, during
school and heat in another can every summer trimester must excause one to contract such diseases ams be cancelled because of imas the common ·cold, pneumoni~; proper preparation on the part of
flu, sinus disorders and ·other riu, the instructors. Why should inmerous madadies.
structors be able to give dirty deals,
It is generally agreed that · the and hav.e · the stu_d ents at this
students do sacrifice. by coming to school. feel · as if they are being
school 3 trimesters ij year. Many favored by the stars? It is plainly
educational philosophers' say that evident that both. teacher and pupil
the mind is like a sporige, and can don't want to work in the summeronly absorb s·o much at one time; time. It is truly a shame that the
The student is bound to lose, either administration of C.T.C.-N. can't
in the form of learning or else just I give our few _earnest students a
plain relaxing time, time to shake ; break.

TWO MORE SUMMER
SEMINARS .TO BEGIN
ELEMENTARY S~HOOL . SCIENCE
DESCRIPTION: To assist the middle,grade classroom teacher in the
teaching. of science. The staff -and . consultants will give lectures
for content, demonstrate n.ew methods and materials, and assist
during the workshop _periods when participating teachers are actually involved in .u sing and ·developing materials.
STAFF: Faculty, C.T.C.-N.
TIME: July 13 - July 24.
.
.
REGISTRATION: June 24 and 25-4:00 p.m. · 5:00 p.m.
June 29-1:00 p.m. - 4:_30 p.m. ,
FEE: $10;()0.
CREDIT: 3 Hours Graduate Credit.
.
ART WORKSHOP
DESCRIPTION: A concentrated session of practical art experience·s
to help the self-contained classroom teacher and art teachers to
develop an understanding of contemporary art education ·by means
of being directly involved.
STAFF: Clarice L. Hallberg, Mae Banks, Hattie Fatz.
TIME: Juiy 27 - August 7.
.
REGISTRATION: June 24 and 25-4:00 p.m. · 5:00 p.m.
June 29-1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p .m. ·
FEE : $10.00 (Includes registration and laboratory costs.)
CREDIT: Three Hours Graduate Credit ..' .
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE
WORKSHOPS AND INSTITUTES
CHICAGO TEACHER COLLEGE - NORTH
5500 St. Louis Avenue
• Chicago, Illinois 60625
Or Call JUniper 3-4050

-
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Movie Review

THE ORGANIZER

by St.ephen
The wheels of the machines slow.Iy begin to grind as the first rays
of the morning sun filter thru the
dirty, factory windows. Workers
are converging on the factory.
Men, women, adolescents, and preadolescents, hurry to their spot by
their machine. Another day has
started for the textile. workers of
Turin. A long and grueling day.
A day_that is fourteen hours long.
Thus begins the movie "The Organizer." It is the story of these
factory workers and their fight for
.a better life in late 19th century
Italy. The viewer quickly becomes.
absorbed in and concerned about
these people's plight. After a while
he forgets he is reading English
subtitles to the Italian dialog. The
people of the factory are treated
with sympathy, understanding, and
honesty.. :f!:ere are people who are
courageous, scared, hardworking,
vulgar, friendly, and cruel.
As the day wears on, the workers
grow weary and tired. An old man
dulled by fatigue gets careless and
his hand is caught in a machine.
The machines are stopped but not
before he loses his hand. This event
triggers the release of all the
misery and discontent within the
workers, who attempt to leave the
factory early and force the owners
to give t hem a 13-hour day. The
scheme fails ludricously and the
workers go home dejected.
It is into this situation that a
bedraggled stranger, Marcello Mastrianno, enters. He is a college
professor, whose field is fomenting
and organizing strikes. He is an
idealist and he has the courage to
stand-up for his belief in human
dignity and worth. He is as Saint

Tallackson
John, said, not a doer of words but
of deeds. Then as now he is called
"subversive," "radical," "agitator."
He helps the workers plan and
execute an effective and forceful
strike. The strike drags on. When
the workers lose courage and falter
he says to them, "You are not animals, you are human beings. What
you are fighting for will not be
handed to you. Nothing good is
ever achieved easily. You must
stand up and continue to fight for
your rights as_me~." This mes~age
has n?t lost its import~nce smce
that time. Men must ~till_ fight a
long hard battle for their rights as
human beings. .
The writing, direction, and photography are superb. Life is presented as it is. If men belch or
swear or argue it is not because
this is sensational or shocking but
because this is as men actually
live. There is artistry in this movie
and that is_ the highest compliment
I can pay it.
Art has many functions but
some of the most important are:
to expand man's horizons, to make
him aware of the world around
him, the people in it, and his relation to that world and those people. Insight, understanding, awareness, compassion: all these things
does a r t attempt t o achieve. To a
considerable extent "The Organizer'' fulfills many of these functions.
The acting is skillful and moving
and the movie's message is brought
home with simplicity, clarity, and
meaning. "The Organizer" provides
its audience with an evening of
drama that is well worth the time
and the money.

lcoNGRATULATIONS ARE IN ORDERI
Two conscientious · girls from
C.T.C.-N., namely Adrian Bernstein
and Gail Lynn Berger, are to be
commended for answering a plea
for blood donors for a boy at Augustana Hospital.
After seeing the notice on the

bulletin board for over a week, the
girls decided to volunteer. Their
courageous deed makes one wonder if the old adage, "women are
the weaker sex" has any truth in
it at all! We hope the young boy,
Vernon Abbott, will make a complete and speedy recovery.
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LEITERS TO EDITOR
Dear Editor:
In the June 23rd issue of INTERIM, Dr. Farr's class in Comparative Political Systems received
substantial coverage of the speakers the students have been inviting
to address the class. We have been
lucky to hear a variety .of speakers
give their views on . a variety of
topics, both worthwhile and lamentable. As a student bringing ·a
speaker who spoke on a topic that
must be classified as the latter, I
have two comments on Ron Simon's_report on that speaker-the
Cook County Treasurer.
1) attentive listening
2) constructive reporting
Sincerely,
Mary Rogers
Dear Editor ~
One of the most ·amusing articles
ever to appear in the INTERIM
was the article about "sheer guts"
by Martha Thoennes. {June 10,
1964)
After reading the article, I got
a picture in my mind of Miss
Thoennes as a sort of a cross between Tarzan of the Apes and
Florence Nightingale. I envision
her leaping thru ·the . air towards
those · in dire need, her blue nose
shining the beacon light of goodness, destroying all villains with a
flick of her powerful yet feminine
wrist, all the while giving vent to
the cry known thr@ughout the
world as the call of the invinicible
long-haired Ape about to vanquish
another doer of evil . . . "Guuutts."
Hurrah for Miss Thoennes . . . she
will save the day because she has
gtIUUtts.

the very case's rarity. It doesn't
happen all the time. Also, if Miss
T. cares to look at the other side
of the coin she would find cases
such as Mr. Northrup who captured the assailant of a young girl
or the Sears clerk who was shot
to death trying to prevent a robbery. These cases of individual
heroism are much more numerous.
Please, Miss Thoennes, don't always look for the bad in people,
it's unhealthy. The only way that
we can build a better world is thru
hope in the perfectibility of man
. . . riot hopelessness in the face
of some imperfect men.
Sincerely,
John L. Flats
To the Editor:
I, dear friends, am the husband
of one of your fellow student;,.
And I read each issue of INTERIM
with much interest, partly because
I myself was a Journalism major
in college . .. partly because my
wife is a student . . . and partly
just because I enjoy its bright.
readable style.
I am writing this to express my
opinion on a subject I find mentioned with alarming frequency in
your publication: the "apathy" situation at C.T.C.-N.
May I offer two points for your
consideration ... be they the actual proper answers or not:
First of all, in C.'I'.C.-N. students,
you have at least two completely
different groups of students. You
have the typical student and then
you have the older person . . .
often, like my wife, one who has
raised a few children already,
wants to teach for possibly other
motivations besides those of the
younger student. This older student is bound to have somewhat
different interests than the younger one. What actually is a diversity
of interests can be mistaken sometimes for apathy. Coming home to
make supper, help tend to the children, etc., obviously may often:
times "have to substitute for some
of the co-curricular activities.
My ·second observation, I would
guess, would meet with less acceptance. But I shall charge bol'dly
ahead anyway. Could it be that in
a teacher's college, the typical student does not necessarily have
identical interests with those of a
student in a general, 4-year college.
I dare say panty raids etc., are not
in style at C.T.C.-N. and some of
the excess frivolity so typical of a
regular college campus is not here.
Please don't misunderstand . . .
I'm not saying that because you
want to become a teacher you are
automatically a square or egg-head
... simply that some of the frivolity may be · 1acking in comparison
with the highly social life of a typical campus.
I'd appreciate the editor's comments (in italics, I presume.)
A student's husband

Mr. Editor,
_Upon the announcement of plans
for a senior formal dance, I was
overjoyed. Within the next few
days I passed out the information
and urged all my friends to fill out
the form.
Then I read on page 5 of the past
paper of its cancellation, to say the
least-I was crushed. My moan
reached the ears of others around
me. "The dance didn't go through."
"What dance?" The six people
around me hadn't heard about it!
I feel this would be a very important occasion (sic), not only for
the participants but for the school
itself. Many of us who started
right at the beginning haven't experienced any kind of school dance
during our college years. As far '-as
the school, tradition of various
social enjoyment {especially surrounding graduation) must be
started.
I wish to request another attempt on the part of the dance
committee to plan a dance.
I implore all the students who
wish to go, to make an all out
effort _to do something about it.
I'm willing to do all in my power
to help.
Yours truly,
Donna Perrella
Ed. Comment . . .
Don't despair, a big Bacchanalia
·is planned for December.
Dear Editor: ·
I would like to congratulate
C.T.C.-N. on the tremendous turnout for Charles H. Percy on June
16th· When it was first announced that
he was going to speak, I ·was greatly disappointed that the College
felt it was necessary to use the
Little Theater instead of the Auditorium. I must say I had confideuce in a large turnout, because
I truly feel our students are n6t
as apethetic (sic) as they have
been {sic). On June 16th my confidence was justified as the people
poured into the Little Theater. Before long it was evident that there
wasn't enough room for everyone
and we had to move to the Auditorium.
,
Charles Percy was warmly received (sic) and at the close the
audience was reluctant (sic) to see
him leave. Again I would like to
thank everyone - who came, and
brough friends , to defy the so
called "student apathy (sic)" of
C.T.C.-N.
Marilyn Gunderson

Seriously though, Miss Thoennes
in her article seems to be doing her
utmost _to destroy compassion. It
is impossible to have compassion
without understanding and Miss T.
chooses to ignore anything which
would possibly help us understand
the supposed lack of compassion on
the part of some people. She also
rather irrationally chooses this s·upposed lack of compassion to accuse
the rest of the world and C.T.C.-N.
in _particular of a total lack of
courage.
However, I do not and cannot
pretend to know the season why
some people were content to stand
by and watch an J nnocent girl be
stabbed to death. I do know that
it is more complex than the mere
idea that all these people lacked
"sheer guts." I also know that
compassion does not consist in
sneering "you lack guts." If Miss
T.- was showing off her own comDear Editor:
passion .. . oh brother. Her brand
I have just read the article
of compassion we can do without.
"Music?" in the June 23rd issue of
Practice what you preach, Miss T.
INTERIM. It reminded me of an
Miss Thoennes said, "It takes
editorial I wrote for The Instruguts to get involved," but perhaps
mentalist music magazine for its
the trouble was that all it takes is
May, 1960, issue. If I may quote :
a phone call to get involved with
"Background music, -a 20th centhat vast impersonal process called
tury phenomenon with far-reaching
the LAW. This is no reason to let
implicl;ltions, deserves s e r i o u s
someone be murdered, but it may
study and discussion by music edubring us closer to an understandcators. Music literally fills the air
ing of the incident in question.
today; it is piped into offices and
Ed. Comment
How true! How true! We'll go factories, _restaurants, supermarkAnother possible point about the
ets, department stores, lobbies and
incident that wasn't mentioned was along with that.
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l~undry rooms ot new apartment
buildings. The great out-of-doors,
too, receives its share from the
transistor radios brought along by
the invasion of campers and picnickers each summer. It becomes
increasingly more difficult to find
any place where one's ears are not
assaulted by a continuous flow of
man-made sounds.
"Background music does have
beneficial applications. Muzak and
other systems of piping music into
offices and factories have found
that music improves the efficiency
of workers involved in certain repetitive or uninteresting tasks. Obviously these cases demonstrate
music's ability to dispel boredom,
just as the- housewife's radio is an
aid in doing her household chores.
But even Muzak, the country's biggest supplier of background music,
admits that periods of silence are
preferable to a continuous flow of
sound.
"Music has many practical applications (treating certain mental
disorders and even lessening the
anxiety of the patient in the dentist's chair). The basic iss ue, however, is to find the dividing line
where background music ceases to
be a tool applicable to certain jobs
and becomes a simple nuisance or
worse. As musicians we can be
happy to know that music benefits
others, but we must be concerned
primarily with music's real importance in our civilization as an
art and as an educational means to
elevate mankind, to inspire the best
thoughts, to improve the mind-as
well as to entertain. As a background for other activities, one is
conditioned to think of music in
terms exactly opposite to the fo1ntelligent understanding. Background music encourages the worst
kind of inattention_, and this is disastrous for our students. Music
exists as the organization of sound
in forms , harmonic structures, varieties of counterpoint, subtleties
of melody, all of which are used in
endless variations created by the
composer's imagination. Thus, musical entertainment relies on an appreciation of the composer's intellectual processes by o u r ow n
minds, not just our ears. The deeper we can penetrate into music in
this way, the greater is our enjoyment and musical understanding.
"Music played for the routine
job or · assembly line worker is
a wonderful new application of
sound. On the other hand, the
growing tendency to fill the air
with a curtain of music, at home,
at the beach, in restaurants, in
public buildings-practically everywhere- has become a misuse of
music. Has the whole world become so lonely and insecure that
it must fill every waking moment
with sounds to shut out silence?"
Sincerely,
Vincent F. Malek
Dear Sirs,
Recently, as 'I was passing
through the "A" wing of our institution, I came upon a poor fellow
huddled in a corner in a state of
shock,
·
It has since been communicated
to ine that the lad died shortly later, a victim of mononucleosis. It
Continued on Page Eight
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LETTERS TO EDITOR (cont.) GUEST EDITORIALS (cont.)
seems strange that the young man
could have been in such a rundown condition after o n 1 y six
weeks in our school; especially
since he had only recently received
his baccalaureate from the University of Moscow, after only twentytwo months of attendance; and
left in a robust state of health.
Nevertheless, the following lines
dropped from his tattered -C.T.C.-N.
notebook as he attempted to drag
himself into his lecture room.
Personally, I could make neither
head nor tail of them; perhaps
someone in your offices will be
able to elucidate for me.
Sincere yours,
Patrick Tanner
If The Shoe Fits ...
or
How to Reduce Your Grade Average
In One Fellswoop
Future teachers may metriculate,

Only to find rote .learning out of

date.

WANTED

WANTED
Wanted students in trimesters I-4
interested in working on the '65
Beehive. Leave name, address and
phone number in the activities office or on the slip posted on the
bulletin board. Please state your
preference as to which committee
you want, business, activities, seniors, literary, and art.

STAGE

Meaningful methods they must emulate,
.
.
.
.
.
And social awareness they must demonstrate. leisure time. Our tourists reflect the Umted States. With an understanding
of
the
language
and
the
culture
of
other
-peoples,
each U. S.
They Learn:
citizen who goes· abroad becomes immediately a goodwill ambassador
Dewey's class is democratic,
of a sort. This, in turn, can gain more friends for this country which
Whitehead says we can't be static,
we do indeed need.
Plato was aristocratic,
And good teachers can't be autocratic.
Why Study A Foreign Language? In the past, it is quite true that
They Learn:
many of us did not go abroad. Nevertheless, we might also add, many
of us did, and of those who did, many committed a disservice to this
The individual they must emphasize,
Familiar situations they must vitalize,
country by just plain misunderstanding through failure to· break the
With the class dunce they must sympathize,
"communication barrier." Who has not read William J. Lederer's and
And see every prank through a saint's eyes.
Eugene Burdick's The Ugly American. Here was a prime example of
They Learn:
how we must not be.
A child isn't bringht-he's motivated,
The characterization of Americans abroad featured such types as
Johnny can't read because he's hated,
those who ridiculed the natives and their culture. The majority of the
Reward and results are closely related:
And to what degree they are correlated.
Americans clung together in small colonies, refusing to mingle with
the natives or to learn their language. Through intensified language
,And Then:
and culture study we are now changing this. Our children in elemenThey are told to memorize a ten page item,
tary school if exposed to languages other than their own and given the
To read from Chapter I to ad infinitem,
If. they disagree they'll have to fight 'em.
opportunity to s u stain s uch study for a prolonged period will be able
to achieve a fluency almost unheard of before by the time they are
Because:
young adults. Through this exposure and out of curiosity borne of
.That crafty old Prof. is nobody's fool,
such study they will desire to travel to these other countries to meet
He was expelled from Siberia for being too
and see first-hand their citizens. They will be able to extend an open
-cruel.
hand of fellowship to these peoples, speaking. their language and having a real interest in their welfare.
Why Study A Foreign Language? Some of our children now in
Wanted a photographer (male or elementary school 'will grow up to be official representatives of our
female) for the Year book. You government or of business concerns abroad. They must be able to
will have free use of all school communicate with those peoples. In order to do so, in order to really
photography equipment. • Please know a language they must have been exposed to that language and
leave your Name, Address and culture by teachers who themselves know the particular language and
Phone Number in the Activities culture studied. No longer should we hear that time worn excuse by
Office, or on the slip posted on the teachers, "Well, I read and write it, but I don't speak it." This means
bulletin board. Some experience that we here at C.T.C.-N. as a teacher-training institution must make
our foreign langua·g e program the best available in -the country, so
needed.
that our outgoing teachers will be able to make a marked contribution
to the task that lies ahead.
·
Why Study A Foreign Language? Here, in our metropolitan Chicago are countless numbers of children entering in our elementary
school who cannot speak E n glish. N ow we kn ow that there are those
present
who propose "letting them sink or swim," that is, allowing them to set
apart in the classroom until they somehow acquire enough English o
take an active part in the class. However, at that elementary age it is
extremely important that the non-English-speaking child be made to
feel part of the general class. An understanding teacher who knows
the culture and background of that child can have immense value in
MODERN DRAMA
creating an atmosphere in which that child may gain and grow. Thus,
we may possibly be preventing or at least alleviating some of our dropout problems in later years.
Why Study A Foreign Language? We all know of the increased
interest in Latin America and the possibilities of our travels there. But
what about our neighbors to the south who come to our large cities?
Here in Chicago there are thousands of Mexicans, Cubans, . Puerto
Ricans and hundreds of other citizens from Spanish-speaking countries.
Likewise, there are many wonderful people of Slavic background, etc.
in this, our city. Many of these fine people have very substantial education preparations and the like. Those that lack in education have
much to offer as to wonderful cultural contributions. We as North
Americans should get to know these people, There are numerous organizations, social as well as professional, that offer such opportunity.
Again, exposure to foreign language study can cause our students to
want to learn more about the people whose language it is.
Why Study A Foreign Language? In the final analysis the study
of a lang uage different than our own can cause us to look at ourselves
in introspect. We can learn to respect others and their ways. An entire
new vista can be opened to us by which we, as individuals and as a
nation, can come to see- our true relationship in this brotherhood of
man and thus have a better understanding of ourselves.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Mr. Ben C. Coleman, Spanish Dept.
The iNTERIM editors know that there are qualified people among the students and
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